
An ECA solution to complement review platforms like Relativity or 
Ringtail.

Processing 
and Early Case Assesment

EDT SOFTWARE INTEGRATES 
PROCESSING, ANALYSIS, REVIEW, 
PRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION 
FEATURES IN ONE EASY TO USE 
PLATFORM.

ITERATIVE ANALYSIS AND SAMPLING 
TOOLS ALSO PROVIDE EARLY 
INSIGHTS INTO DOCUMENTS 
SO IRRELEVANT DATA CAN BE 
CONFIDENTLY CULLED BEFORE 
SIGNIFICANT COSTS ARE INCURRED. 
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Why pay to process or 
host irrelevant data? 

EDT is an excellent processing and ECA 
solution to complement review
platforms like Relativity or Ringtail.
It provides early insight into your collected 
data via metadata fi lters and
full text analysis tools that enable you to 
cull with confi dence before
processing the remaining data into a load 
fi le for your review platform.

Proportionality can be facilitated through 
intelligent, insightful culling
before the data is ingested into your 
review software. This reduces
processing and hosting costs and review 
time.
EDT provides lawyers or investigators 
with true insight into their data,
very early, so they can fi lter out the 
irrelevant material, reduce the
volume to a ‘proportionate’ number and 
prioritize the documents that
are most likely to be relevant before the 
review gets underway.

“The defi ning moment was when
the lawyers realized we didn’t
need to incur the cost of
processing to create a load fi le
prior to the review. The
effi ciencies were enormous.”

“EDT is a powerful ECA platform
for Relativity. It gives deep insight
into the collected data and
enables litigators to make
informed decisions at the very
beginning of the case.
They can see the impact of their
proposed fi lters and enables them
to drill down into the content of
those documents. This really puts
ECA in the hands of the legal
team.
It delivers enormous savings
because intelligent culling and
prioritization takes place prior to
the creation of the load fi les. This
means lower processing and
hosting costs, not to mention
enormous reductions in review
time and cost.”
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Litigation Support Manager
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